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We Fade Away
The ticking of a second
And time is not a friend
It seems hopeless

The growing of the distance
Has brought us to the end
It seems pointless

I searched so long
Around the world
I thought I'd found
The perfect heart
But listen closely
And love reveals
Making it last
Is still an art

While dreaming of a lover
We're longing for a dream
Is it hopeless?

While dreaming of a new life
We live the silent scream
Is it pointless?

I searched so long
Around the world
I thought I'd found
The perfect heart
But listen closely
And love reveals
Making it last
Is still an art

My hand is extended
My love's not pretended
Give me another chance

My heart's been forsaken
But I'm willingly taken
I'd like another chance
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Runner in the Night
Face the fear of the unknown
No one's near so go alone now
Like you're falling endlessly
With no landing you can see
Like you're drifting far too long
Like you're floating

Just like a runner
Just like a runner in the night

Just like a runner
Just like a runner in the night

Could be better than what you had
Desensetized to what was bad now
You are tasting something new
Could be better could be true
You were drifting far too long
You were floating

Just like a runner
Just like a runner in the night

Just like a runner
Just like a runner in the night

Just take flight
Like a runner in the night

Without sight
Like a runner in the night

Just take flight
Like a runner in the night

Without sight
Like a runner in the night
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Dreaming
The Sun keeps shining into the sky
And the stars keep burning into the night
The world continues to spin
Blind to the trouble that we're in

I'm dreaming, as the days go by
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as seasons die
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as the time flies by
(In the deep of the night)
I'm living, not asking why

You run as if you are caught on fire
And you speak as if you are not a liar
Everyone else moves along
Seeing a clear right from wrong

I'm dreaming, as the days go by
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as seasons die
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as the time flies by
(In the deep of the night)
I'm living, not asking why

I'm dreaming, as the days go by
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as seasons die
(In the deep of the night)
I'm dreaming, as the time flies by
(In the deep of the night)
Forever, not asking why

I'm dreaming, I'm dreaming tonight
I'm dreaming, I'm dreaming tonight
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Walk Into the Sun
Watching time fly by
All my memories are blowing in the wind
I'm asking why we are wasting time
So take my hands as we walk into the sun

Leaving all behind
It's like a dream
Nothing really matters now
Walk into the sun
Nothing really matters now
Walk into the sun

Watching time fly by
All my troubles seem so far away
You close your eyes and say goodbye
So take my hand as we walk into the sun

Leaving all behind
It's like a dream
Nothing really matters now
Walk into the sun
Nothing really matters now
Walk into the sun
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Fire in Your Eyes
Fire in your eyes, takes me far away
Higher into heaven, where we hope to stay

I see you through infinity
I see now what becomes of me

Now I am caught in the waves
Swelling until I am drowned
Light that was once far away
Quickly begins to surround

Fire in your eyes, takes me far away
Higher into heaven, where we hope to stay

I look now for the answer here
I try hard to give up my fear

Now I am floating through space
Where all creation is stored
Wanting the perfect embrace
Seeking the final reward

Fire in your eyes, takes me far away
Higher into heaven, where we hope to stay

The way the planets revolve (Perfect!)
The way the stars all align (Perfect!)
The way that life was designed (Perfect!)
The way you enter my mind (Perfect!)
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Stratosphere
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Ninja Warrior
As much as I
Believe that I am right
As much as I hold on
One day I'll lose the fight

With a flash
Of a blade
Warrior

As fast As I
Can move and strike a blow
There's something in
My heart that I won't show

Just a flash
Of a blade
Warrior

Into the night
I move into the night
Into the night
I move into the night

(Let's go!)

Just a flash
Of a blade
Warrior
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Son of the Sky
Close to me
So divine
I'm calling you
Son of the sky

Show me your face
Don't you hide
Where are you
Son of the sky

Radio Waves
In the night
I'm calling you
Son of the sky

So talk to me
One more time
Where are you now
Son of the sky

Where are you
Son of the sky
Where are you
Son of the sky
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In the End
Where we stand now
And where we lie then
The stars that shine above
A cosmic big bang
In the beginning or end
Is always fueled by love

Life that never dies
Light that never fades
Beautiful creation
Coming now to age

We (all of us) are together
And truth (every word) lasts forever
In the end
It will begin
Again

Battles we fought
And graves that we dug
They seemed so final then
The tears that we cried
The knots that we tied
Securely to our friends

These will never die
Love will never fade
Beautiful creation
Lighting up our stage

We (all of us) are together
And truth (every word) lasts forever
In the end
It will begin
Again
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Nuvole
Poi, volano via
Gli anni, la nostalgia
Come le nuvole

Volano via
Lontano, lasciando una scia
Come le nuvole

Poi, volano via,
Lontano, lasciando una scia
Come le nuvole
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